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About This Content
Zombie Driver HD original soundtrack, created by Pawel Stelmach, featuring 20 compelling music tracks.

TRACK LIST
Deadly Overture (2:14)
Run You Fools (3:39)
The Tree (3:27)
You Gonna Die (3:30)
Your Time Is Up (2:00)
End Line (4:22)
First Step (2:52)
Too Fast (3:36)
In Pain (4:49)
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DIPRIP (3:56)
Night Vision (2:52)
Perfect Protection (1:46)
Toxic (2:44)
Get The Full Version (2:00)
Dying Here (3:43)
Lonely Struggle (2:50)
Breath Of The Underworld (3:39)
Death Bells (3:06)
Evil Digit (2:22)
Rigor Mortis (2:23)Total running time: 1 hour, 1 minute, 50 seconds.
Songs will be downloaded to the Soundtrack folder in your Steam Directory:
[…]\Steam\SteamApps\common\Zombie_Driver_HD\Soundtrack
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Title: Zombie Driver HD Soundtrack
Genre: Action, Indie, Racing
Developer:
Exor Studios
Publisher:
EXOR Studios
Franchise:
EXOR Studios
Release Date: 17 Oct, 2012
a09c17d780
Minimum:
OS: Windows 7/Vista/XP
Processor: 1.5 GHz dual core processor
Memory: 512 MB
Graphics: 128 MB DirectX 9.0c compatible or better video card with pixelshader 3.0
DirectX®: DirectX 9.0c
Hard Drive: 1 GB
Sound: DirectX 9.0c compatible sound card

English,French,German,Italian,Polish
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Look like a Pimp with these, Soon you'll have real friends. Maybe.

Go Outside.. PLAY THIS GAME IF YOU WANT EASY 1000+ ACHIEVEMENTS IN 1 HOUR. Ibuki is best DR2 girl,
change my mind.
Honestly just an overall better version of the first game which is already a 10\/10. More interesting characters, tropical island is
very refreshing, crazier cases and they actually made the mini-games fun and less of a chore. As always an amazing soundtrack!
So yeah if you enjoyed the first game then you will probably enjoy this one even more!
Also highly recommend JP voices as the English VA'ing for this series is pretty bad and don't really portray the characters as
well.. BEST total war out so far for historical. good time aswell 3kingdoms kicks\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665wish they
would include goryeo in a dlc tho or vietnam aswell
fast turns
streamelined and optimized well
good gfx
fun to watch duels and the kung fu ingame and fighting looks awesome. WHEN YOU PLAY A GAME ABOUT BEING A
COCKROACH YOU DONT THINK IT WILL BE SUPER FUN, BUT HAVE YOU EVER WANTED TO BE A
COCKROACH THAT SHOT LAZERS? HERES MY PLAY https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=A76zyDgzhi0. It's ok.
Nothing great tho.. This game has the look and crafting of Minecraft with the game play of the classic game Lord of Chaos.
Both the single player and mutliplayer modes are very enjoyable.. I swear I was drunk when I got this. There is not much fancy
stuff about this game, but it is more of positive then negative. Visual part is mostly fine, apart from projectiles(they seem overly
bright and contrasty). Sound is ok, but it appears to live a seprate life from the game. Gameplay tries to mimic classic shmups
and absolutely lacks innovations. Some may regard it a plus though. The levels lack ground targets. Separate word should be
given to the difficulty. Difficulty setting does not seem to affect anything, but the shield capacity, so the easiest setting will be a
hell for a player who is not good with this type of games. Concluding, i would say that the game left more or less positve
impression and i can recommend it to all fans of shmups.
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Coloring 3 pictures for 2 dollars, like seriously WTF !!! Install Paint rather than buying this garbage. The developers even didnt
bother to add more pics. Dont buy it !!!!!!!!. ok pls see my review of the main ac game ( 2\/10) .
now considering that it's obvious that i will not recommend this game or it's DLCs.
a collection of 10 things that doesn't deserve an average review of 2\/10 !
good luck :-D
i review each DLC individualy go check them under their own page.
i give all these DLCS : 2\/10
reviewed by IMMORTALEADER. Bought this game cheaper than dirt and it still wasn't worth it. Absolutely awful. The ingame performance is fine, even on max settings (and it does look fairly nice), but for some reason there's MASSIVE slowdown
on the menus - any menu I tried to access was nearly unusable as the game rendered one frame every few seconds.
The controls are awful. I haven't tried it with a controller, but with a keyboard, WASD was a horrible choice. The maps are
placed diagonally, yet you move on standard XY axes. The maps aren't even at a 45 degree angle, so you'll have to juggle
between one direction and another to travel down, say, a long canal. Also, most "rooms" are small boxes, so you'll have to
awkwardly switch from one misaligned direction to another. The developer should have added an option for this control
scheme: W - Forward, S - Backward, A & D - Turn left and right, respectively. If I remember right, that's what Battleship:
Surface Thunder did, and that game is a hundred times better than this terrible clone.
The game, for the short time I played it, seemed like it had the potential to be fun, but trying to actually play it was such a
terrible chore, I decided it really wasn't worth the time to get used to the bad controls or the small amount of space it took up out
of 2.5 TB available on my computer. Waste of even 79 cents. If I could go back and stop myself from buying it, I might decide
to buy it later on anyway if it went on sale for, say, a penny. Sitting uninstalled in my library, it isn't worth anything anyway,
except as a warning to others.. please add bots
no guys online :(. definitly a good experience. Can't wait for more cinematics in VR .. :D. This game is just barely on the
recommended side of things for me. I personally didn't love it but I also spent a good half of my play time being confused on
what to do. The menu is not in english so good luck changing that but I did show where to fix that in my video linked below. All
in all I can see the appeal for this game but im not 100% sure I will keep playing. That being said IF you enjoy simulator games
like this then this game is nothing to complain about and the only $5 price tag is what tipped the scale for me to go ahead and
recommend this game. If you enjoy these types of sim games!
Check out my video to see some gameplay:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=iqBcNRZgiQ8. Easily one of the best horror games I've played. Kept me on the edge
from the very beginning, and it only crept more and more without cheap scares.. Not worth the 10 cents. Lets break this down
into points;
1). Motion blur + bloom , made my eyes scream.
2). Life system ,for reasons. expect to lose all of them soon.
3). Pickups that do ... stuff? for the love of god make life pickups not look something you can just ignore.
4). No desernable diffucluty curve, goes from easy just move forward to stupidly hard. New mecanics are not introduced
gradually with little risk, nope heres a new thing, FIGURE IT OUT MORON!
I played long enough to hit a level that used all my lives . Spend our money on a diffrent ball game. 1\/10 bleeding eyeballs
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